ABAC ANNOUNCES 326 SPRING TERM GRADUATES

TIFTON--A total of 326 students completed the requirements for graduation from Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College at the end of the spring term. Ninety-three students received bachelor’s degrees.

The graduates, their hometowns, and their fields of study are as follows:

**BACHELOR’S DEGREES:**

**ALPHARETTA**
Stephanie Jones, Rural Studies

**ASHBURN**
Sarah Rooks, Biology

**ATTAPULGUS**
Jesse Dodd, Business and Economic Development, Summa Cum Laude

**AUGUSTA**
Patrick Douglas, Jr., Turfgrass and Golf Course Management

**BAINBRIDGE**
Nino Parks, Rural Studies

**BLAKEY**
Jessica Still, Writing and Communication with a minor in Diversified Agriculture

**BOSTON**
Kristoff Cohran, Business and Economic Development, Cum Laude

**BRINSON**
Andrew Day, Natural Resource Management in Forestry
BRUNSWICK
Aaron Moore, Diversified Agriculture

CAMILLA
Carlton Brooks, Business and Economic Development, Cum Laude

CANTON
David Russell, Natural Resource Management in Wildlife
Will Thacker, Diversified Agriculture

CHULA
Cody Bolton, Business and Economic Development

COLUMBUS
Jason Hobbs, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management

CORDELE
Tamala Arnett, Business and Economic Development, Cum Laude
Douglas Burnette, Rural Studies, Cum Laude

COVINGTON
Kayla Eason, Diversified Agriculture, Cum Laude

DALTON
Chandler Bartley, Diversified Agriculture

DAWSONVILLE
Rebecca Hermann, Diversified Agriculture
Cassidy Reeh, Writing and Communication with a minor in Diversified Agriculture

DOUGLAS
Abrah Hersey, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management
Mackenzie Sirmans, Rural Studies, Magna Cum Laude
Jacob Swain, Diversified Agriculture

DOUGLASVILLE
Kevin Vantrees, Diversified Agriculture

EATONTON
Jordan Donahue, Diversified Agriculture

FAYETTEVILLE
Nolan Cash, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management

FITZGERALD
Zachary Bryant, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management
Holley Lee, Rural Studies
Carly Smith, Biology, Cum Laude
Angela Spinks, Natural Resource Management in Wildlife
Chad Thompson, Natural Resource Management in Forestry, with Honors

GAINESVILLE
Charles Lisk, Diversified Agriculture

HARTSFIELD
Jenna Hagler, Business and Economic Development

HOMERVILLE
Charles Gruver, IV, Diversified Agriculture

IRWINTON
Justin Brogdon, Diversified Agriculture

JACKSON
Kyle Staples, Business and Economic Development

LAFAYETTE
Tucker Benton, Natural Resource Management in Wildlife

LENOX
Skylar Grubbs, Diversified Agriculture
LUMPKIN
Walter Pearce, Jr., Natural Resource Management in Forestry

MATTHEWS
Jonathan Gay, Diversified Agriculture

MCDONOUGH
Joseph Ford, Diversified Agriculture

MEIGS
Alfredo Munoz, Rural Studies

MORELAND
Madison Chmielewski, Natural Resource Management in Wildlife

MOULTRIE
Elena Alvarado, Business and Economic Development
Kendall Cooper, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management
John DeMott, Diversified Agriculture
Eduardo Moreno, Biology
Brittany Payne, Diversified Agriculture

MYSTIC
Rhonda Haggard, Rural Studies, with Merit

NICHOLSON
Matthew Adams, Diversified Agriculture

NORMAN PARK
Hannah Tillman, Diversified Agriculture

OCILLA
Maurice Lake, Business and Economic Development

OMEGA
Tracie Hodge, Biology
Justin Turner, Business and Economic Development, Cum Laude
Jessica VanDeVelde, Rural Studies, with Merit

PERRY
Ronald Wright, Diversified Agriculture

REBECCA
Marion Adkison, Diversified Agriculture, Cum Laude

RENTZ
Haley Skipper, Diversified Agriculture, with Merit

ROCKMART
Jordan Atkins, Diversified Agriculture
Sladen Tant, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management

SHARPSBURG
Allison Gordy, Natural Resource Management in Wildlife

SAINT MARY’S
Robert Liger, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management

SURRENCY
William Pearce, Diversified Agriculture

SYCAMORE
Bradley Barbee, Turfgrass and Golf Course Management
Jenna Kennedy, Biology

SYLVESTER
Mason Roberts, Diversified Agriculture, with Distinction

TAYLORSVILLE
Charles Garner, Diversified Agriculture
TIFTON
William Barrett, Natural Resource Management in Wildlife, with Honors
Brandi Brown, Diversified Agriculture
Brooke Cooley, Diversified Agriculture
Michelle Cooper, Biology
Andrew Dunn, Diversified Agriculture
Haley Humphrey, Business and Economic Development
Tim Kueckelhaus, Business and Economic Development
Ana Martinez, Rural Studies, with Merit
Dalton Moore, Business and Economic Development
Teressa Padgett, Rural Studies
Rachel Payne, Business and Economic Development
Jessica Perry, Natural Resource Management in Forestry
Trena Prewitt, Business and Economic Development
Dante Rahman, Business and Economic Development
John Schramm, Business and Economic Development

TY TY
Crystal Goines, Rural Studies

VALDOSTA
Richard Holmes, Natural Resource Management in Forestry

VIENNA
Danielle Simmons, Biology

WARRENTON
Hunter Gray, Diversified Agriculture

OTHER STATES

FLORIDA
BELLE GLADE
Joseph Orsenigo, Diversified Agriculture

DELAND
Morgan Russ, Biology, with Merit

FELDA
Yesenia Ruiz Martinez, Business and Economic Development

GAINESVILLE
Elizabeth Horton, Diversified Agriculture

SOUTH CAROLINA
HARTSVILLE
Junius Skinner, Natural Resource Management in Forestry

JACKSON
Bailey Sharp, Diversified Agriculture

OTHER COUNTRIES

BRASIL
Elias Abrahao, Jr., Business and Economic Development
ASSOCIATE DEGREES:

**ABBEVILLE**
Amanda Dubreuiel, Nursing

**ADEL**
Ebonie Clayton, Psychology
Christina Ray, Nursing

**ARLINGTON**
Kaylyn Harrell, Allied Health

**ASHBURN**
Clara-Grace Coker, English
Kimberly Douglas, Nursing, with Honors
Kimberly Nixon, Nursing
Deaunia Rogers, Middle Grades Education

**AUBURN**
Tyler Coleman, Wildlife Technology, Cum Laude
Timothy Holman, Agricultural Education

**BALL GROUND**
Jessica Gorseth, Criminal Justice and Psychology, with Merit

**BARNEY**
Braxtal Moody, Journalism and Mass Media, with Merit

**BAXLEY**
Jason Baxley, Nursing

**BLAIRSVILLE**
Lindsey Ramey, Middle Grades Education

**BLAKELY**
Tremon Mills, Speech Communication

**BONAIRE**
Jessica Ray, P-12 Education
Micah Wells, Engineering, with Honors

**BRINSON**
Andrew Day, Forest Technology

**BRUNSWICK**
Chas Strickland, Agriculture
Chevy Young, Business Administration, with Merit

**CAIRO**
Cade West, Agriculture, with Merit

**CANTON**
Lindsey Cain, Diversified Agriculture
David Russell, Wildlife Technology
Will Thacker, Agribusiness and Agricultural Economics

**CHULA**
Brandon Cunningham, Nursing
Dalas Hayes, Early Childhood Education
Katy Johnson, Business Administration, with Honors
Daniel Smith, Middle Grades Education

**COMMERCE**
Scott Bridges, Nursing, with Merit
Casey Graham, Wildlife Technology
CONYERS
Shikira Mobley, Information Technology
Meredith Walker, Animal Sciences

COOLIDGE
Thomas Brumblow, Agriculture

CORDELE
Sarah-Ann Collins, Early Childhood Education, with Merit
Laquita Johnson, Nursing

COVINGTON
James Gray, Criminal Justice in Law Enforcement

DALTON
Morgan Ewton, Animal Sciences

DANVILLE
Gabriel Outlaw, Forest Technology

DAWSON
Jerrell McIntosh, Business Administration

DEMOREST
Johnathan Barrett, Animal Sciences

DOERUN
Aaron Goodroe, P-12 Education

DONALSONVILLE
Amber Hawkins, Allied Health in Physical Therapy

DOUGLAS
Jordana McClendon, Engineering
Clayton McKinnon, Diversified Agriculture
Mackenzie Sirmans, Psychology, with Distinction
Meagan Thomason, Animal Sciences, with Honors
Alyssa Wilson, Nursing

DOUGLASVILLE
Aaron Vantrees, Art

EASTMAN
Joachim Harrison, Business Administration

EATONTON
Ciera Parham, Nursing

ELLIJAY
Cristina Coleote, Nursing, with Merit

ENIGMA
Candice Horton, Nursing
Michael Lupo, Nursing

FAYETTEVILLE
Nolan Cash, Environmental Horticulture Technology

FITZGERALD
Matthew Burke, Mathematics
Taylor Jerkins, Early Childhood Education
Kimberly Josey, Nursing
Miguel Martinez, Psychology
James McElmurray, Engineering
Neel Patel, Business Administration
Johanna Warren, Journalism and Mass Media, with Distinction

FOLKSTON
Jacob Baxter, Physical Education, with Merit

FORSYTH
Martha Johnson, Nursing

FORT VALLEY
Juanita Knowles, Nursing

GAINESVILLE
Brittany Benton, Nursing
GRAY
Casey Parker, Forest Technology

GREENVILLE
Clayton Degler, Wildlife Technology

HAHIRA
Elizabeth Emanuel, Psychology
Courtney Merritt, Nursing
Kathryn Nessmith, Nursing, with Merit
Rebekah North, Nursing
Angela Watson, Nursing, with Merit

HAMPTON
Kyle New, Criminal Justice, Cum Laude

HARTSFIELD
Nathan Webb, Animal Sciences

HINESVILLE
Bridgett Woodard, Nursing

IRWINTON
Ja’Quez West, Psychology

JACKSON
Kelsea Cawthon, Psychology

LAFAYETTE
Tucker Benton, Forest Resources and Wildlife Technology

LAKE PARK
Kayla Newham, Nursing

LAKELAND
Angela Hufstetler, Nursing

LAWRENCEVILLE
Shequana Smith, Nursing
Matthew Thompson, Computer Science, with Distinction

LEESBURG
Raylee Clack, P-12 Education
Ariel Jones, Early Childhood Education
Brianna Woodham, Psychology

LENOX
Robert Devlin, II, Nursing
Rachel Lindsey, Mathematics
Jason Ray, Nursing, with Distinction

LOGANVILLE
Samuel Paraza, Journalism and Mass Media

LYONS
Erik Perez, Information Technology

MACON
William Bagwell, Business Administration, with Distinction
Jeremy Bailey, Forest Resources
Andrew Howorth, Nursing
Jonathan Newberry, Landscape Design and Grounds Management
Tawakalitu Olagunju, Nursing, with Distinction

MARIETTA
Jennifer Rhodes, Landscape Design and Grounds Management

MARTIN
Kelcie Barnes, Agricultural Education

MCDONOUGH
Neketta Bell, Nursing, with Merit
Thomas Dobson, Agribusiness and Agricultural Economics

MERSHON
Whitney Sandiford, Early Childhood Education

MILLEDGEVILLE
Amber Ellington, Veterinary Medicine
Alicia Rodgers, Nursing
MONROE
Kara Stephens, Political Science

MORELAND
Madison Chmielewski, Agricultural Communications

MOULTRIE
Rakeem Alexander, Business Administration
Thessie Baker, Early Childhood Education
Kendall Cooper, Environmental Horticulture Technology
Melissa Dell, Nursing
Victoria Fuller, Business Administration
Timothy Hendrick, Diversified Agriculture
Valerie Hodapp, Nursing
Bret Holden, Business Administration, Summa Cum Laude
Brandy Riggins, Middle Grades Education
Kimberly Saturday, Early Childhood Education
Tyler Snipes, Business Administration
Angela Stewart, Nursing

NASHVILLE
Nicholas Cartwright, Physical Education, with Merit
Cynthia Offermann, Nursing
Christopher Stone, Engineering

NORMAN PARK
Julia Hernandez, Middle Grades Education
Hannah Tillman, Agriculture and Diversified Agriculture
Whitney Wood, Nursing

OCILLA
Matthew Edwards, Agriculture
Callie Hancock, Early Childhood Education, with Distinction
Guy Hancock, Agribusiness and Agricultural Economics
Michelle Weldon, Nursing
Evan Williamson, Engineering

OMEGA
David Hidalgo, Allied Health in Dental Hygiene
Geraldo Vargas, Criminal Justice

PEARSON
Tracey Mizell, Nursing
Cesar Torres, Nursing, with Merit

PERRY
Dillon Hendrix, Middle Grades Education
Crystal Whitney, Nursing
Ivey Williams, Nursing
Ronald Wright, Agribusiness and Agricultural Economics, with Distinction

POULAN
Nikki Flippo, Pharmacy
Tanya Weaver, Nursing

RANGER
Carson Chittum, Golf and Sports Turf Management, with Distinction
Emily Wheeler, Agricultural Education, Cum Laude

RINCON
Kaylee Snyder, Agricultural Education

ROYSTON
Christopher Whitworth, Agricultural Education

SHARPSBURG
Marissa Mathis, Nursing, with Honors

SMYRNA
Jana Hamilton, Agriculture

SPARKS
Christopher Folsom, Middle Grades Education

SAINT MARY’S
Kenneth Carpenter, Psychology
SUMNER
Carolyn Rigsby, Nursing

SURRENCY
William Pearce, Agriculture

SWAINSBORO
Sierra Milligan, Biological and Agricultural Engineering

SYCAMORE
Lydia Kingry, Allied Health in Physical Therapy
DaValyee’ McGee, Family and Consumer Sciences
DeAnna Pirkle, Nursing
James Snow, Nursing

SYLVESTER
Travius Burch, Music, with Merit
Stuart Cook, Agribusiness and Agricultural Economics, with Distinction
Rachel Frantz, Journalism and Mass Media
Dale Lackey, Business Administration
Janalyn McLendon, Psychology
Taylor Wilson, Mathematics

THOMASVILLE
Avery Atnip, Music
Erica Humbert, Music – Vocal, with Honors
James Wiggins, Business Administration

TIFTON
William Alligood, Political Science, with Merit
Irvin Alvarez, Allied Health in Sports Medicine
Amber Bennet, Business Administration
Tara Bridges, Early Childhood Education
Carina Calderon, Early Childhood Education
Phillip Carmichael, Business Administration
Gentry Cater, Nursing
Anna Cherry, Nursing, with Merit

TIFTON (con’t)
Dakota Cone, Music
Michelle Cooper, Art, with Merit
Zaraly Cortez, Psychology, with Distinction
Ashley Daniel, Nursing, with Merit
Houston Darby, Psychology
Maritza Delgado, Sociology, with Merit
Auburn Diffie, Psychology
Ashley Dodson, Early Childhood Education
Andrew Duffey, Information Technology
Michael Fountain, Journalism and Mass Media
Hugo Galvan, Music – Instrumental
Sherri Haughton, Nursing
Fransisca Hernandez, Early Childhood Education, with Merit, and Foreign Language
Cameron Hester, Art, with Merit
Grace Holland, Journalism and Mass Media
Gabriella Jackson, Early Childhood Education
Joni Johnson, Nursing
Kaycee Johnson, Music
Kelley Landers, Nursing, with Distinction
Taylor Loepker, Nursing, with Honors
Seth Mann, Business Administration
Ross McClellan, Business Administration, with Distinction
Katie McDonald, Animal Sciences
Shelley McLeod, Nursing
Pinkesh Patel, Business Administration
Timmie Paulhill, Jr., Nursing
Tonia Purvis-Carpenter, Marketing Management: Co-op
Sarah Smith, Business Administration, with Distinction
Taylor Smith, Family and Consumer Sciences, with Distinction
TIFTON (con’t)
Allison Suggs, Business Administration
Catherine Summers, Agricultural Education
Amber Tawzer, Nursing
Corey Taylor, Diversified Agriculture
Mary Weldon, Nursing
Amanda Werho, Animal Sciences, with Merit
Joshua Wilkes, Medicine
Janessa Williams, Early Childhood Education
Michael Williams, Golf and Sports Turf Management, with Distinction
Larry Willis, Engineering
Jessica Winger, Nursing
Lina Flor Young, Information Technology
Lydia Zapata, Nursing

TIGER
Allison Daniel, Animal Sciences

TOCCOA
Savana Gerrells, Early Childhood Education

TY TY
Hannah Hightower, Allied Health in Physical Therapy

VALDOSTA
Amanda Brisson, Nursing
April Davis, Nursing
Chelsey Jaramillo, Nursing
Latoya McMillan, Nursing
Crystal Williams, Nursing

VIENNA
Haydon Davis, Diversified Agriculture, Summa Cum Laude

WARNER ROBINS
Natasha Ballantine, Nursing
Jasmine Johnson, Economics
Virginia McDevitt, Nursing
Shannon Nelson, Nursing

WAYCROSS
Jordan Dewitt, Family and Consumer Sciences
Clefira Santana, Early Childhood Education
Ashley Tanner, Nursing

WHITE
Janie Rainey, Allied Health in Health Information Management, with Distinction

WHITESBURG
Scott Fulton, Wildlife Technology, with Merit

WILLACOOCHEE
Slayten Carter, Political Science
James Jackson, Journalism and Mass Media
Sarah Sprinkle, Engineering, with Distinction

WRIGHTSVILLE
Megan Powell, Agricultural Education
OTHER STATES

**FLORIDA**
**BELLE GLADE**
Joseph Orsenigo, Diversified Agriculture

**BOCA GRANDE**
Remington O’Bannon, Agriculture

**DELAND**
Tyler D’Angelo, Agricultural Education

**FELDA**
Yesenia Ruiz Martinez, Business Administration

**FORT MYERS**
Parker Cuevas-woodall, Business Administration

**MYAKKA CITY**
Elizabeth King, Animal Sciences

**SEFFNER**
Carrie Hays, Business Administration

**VIRGINIA**
**FALLS CHURCH**
Dallas Hudgens, IV, Journalism and Mass Media

**OTHER COUNTRIES**
**UNITED KINGDOM**
Joshua Page, Journalism and Mass Media